
On-line Assignments and Tests 
using LMS



OK then, I can give 
them assignments  so 

they get marks for their 
efforts

How can I encourage 
students to get more 

practice?

But MARKS are currency to 
students and they have no 

motivation to do the work if 
there are no grades attached

In the past I have given 
them lots of practice 

questions

But I have to grade 
assignments and that 

leaves less time for helping 
students understand the 

material



Many LMS have assessment tools 
that we can use to advantage. 
We can deploy on-line tests as 
assignments



But how do I do 
that with an LMS 

test?

But I don’t really want 
to “test” them I already 

do in-class tests.

If I could give them 
feedback after each 

attempt they could learn 
even more

If they had more than 
one attempt they could 

learn from their 
mistakes

And how do I fix it so that 
each student does their 

own work and can’t copy 
someone else’s answers



No manual marking
Allow multiple attempts
Provide feedback after each attempt
Each student receives different 
questions
Little chance of repeat questions
Record only the highest grade 

Requirements:



The key to many of these 
issues is the construction of 
relatively large question pools 
to use in making up the 
assignments.



Question pools are sets of questions that can be added to any test. 
Question pools are useful for storing questions and reusing them in 
more than one test or assignment.



Question Pools

Building a library of question pools for specific concepts gives 
the flexibility to customize an assignment for a particular 
subject or classroom unit and gives the ability to weight the 
number of questions for each.



Question Pools

For a unit on conversions an 
assignment might include a 
random selection of questions 
from all of these pools

A unit on Newton’s Laws 
might include only Force and 
Energy conversions

A unit on thermal expansion 
could include Temperature, 
Length, Area and Volume. 



Example: Convert Temperature

Between Celsius, Fahrenheit, Rankin and 
Kelvin, there are 12 possibilities of 
conversion questions that could be asked.



Example: Convert Temperature

Calculated formula 
questions allow the 
generation of many many
questions for generating 
large pools



Example: Convert Temperature

In this case 50 different 
questions are generated 
based on converting 
temperatures in the 
range of -85°F to +325°F



Example: Convert Temperature

The assignment draws a random 
question from the generated set.

With 50 versions of each of 12 
possibilities, there are 600 questions 
in the pool. 

If I assign 4 conversion questions, 
there is only a 1 in 150 chance of 
seeing the same question on any 
two assignments.



Example: Hot Spot

This is a “Hot Spot” 
question asking the 
student to identify a 
component on the 
hydraulic circuit



Example: Hot Spot

When setting up the 
question, the correct 
area of the diagram is 
identified with a mouse 
click and drag, and the 
student needs to click 
within that area to score 
a correct answer



Example: Hot Spot

Questions can be copied and 
modified to quickly generate 
a larger pool.

In this case 20 questions 
were generated in less than 
30 minutes by copy – edit 



Publisher Pools

• Many publishers have pools of questions you 
can access if you are using their text.

• This will save considerable effort in building 
the question pools.

• Use whatever sources you can to build large 
pools of questions.

• Continuous improvement trumps postponed 
perfection.



Archiving Pools

• Programs like Respondus do not handle 
calculated formula type questions.

• Archiving your pools will allow them to be 
imported into new courses or shared with 
colleagues.



OK so I have a library of 
pools and questions, 
how do I generate the 
Assignments?



Generating Assignments

I set up an “Assignments” tab 
and put all the assignments 
in one place

Of course you can deploy an 
assignment in any folder that 
suits your preferred LMS 
layout.



Generating Assignments

In “Tests, Surveys and Pools” Select “Tests” to set up your 
Assignment. 



Generating Assignments

Either “Build Test” to generate a 
new version, or 
“Import Test” to re-use one from 
an archive or from another location



Generating Assignments

Selecting “Build Test” generates a dialogue 
screen where you can name the test, and 
provide a description both for the students and 
for yourself if you want to re-use it.



Instructions



Generating Assignments

After submitting the test information, the “Test” can be 
generated.
Questions can be generated directly within the test, or 
uploaded from another test.
Select “Reuse Question” to access the question pools you have 
generated.



Generating Assignments

Creating a “Question Set” 
generates a specific set of 
questions from the pool. 

Creating a “Random Block” 
selects different pool 
questions for each new 
assignment



Generating Assignments

A new dialogue box allows 
you to select the question 
pools to be used for the 
random block.

The system allows you to 
select multiple pools from 
which to generate questions 
for a random order 
presentation to the 
students.



Generating Assignments

Selecting individual pools 
gives opportunity to 
progress from simple to 
difficult, or  to group 
questions by subject matter



Generating Assignments

The dialogue box also allows 
selection of specific question types 
from within the pool which might 
be good for selecting parts from 
large pools



Generating Assignments

With the random block generated, select how 
many questions from the pool you want to use 
and the points to be allocated per question



Generating Assignments

Generate as many 
random blocks in 
whatever order you 
wish to make up the 
question set for the 
assignment.



Generating Assignments

When you click OK your test will show on the list of tests 
available for the course shell.



Deploying Assignments

Open the folder where 
you want to deploy the 
assignment and select 
“Assessments”
“Test”



Deploying Assignments

In the dialogue box, 
select the “Assignment” 
to be deployed and 
“submit”

The “Test Options” 
dialogue box will open



For an Assignment I give maximum  3 attempts

Make sure to “Make Available” or students will not be able 
to access regardless of any other settings

I only count the highest grade

Show the students the instructions before starting

I do not force completion or set timer so students 
can print and return with answers.



“Display After” the lecture has been delivered
“Display Until” the due date 

Set any exceptions for accommodated students



Assignments

Set “Due Date” same as “Display Until”

For an “Assignment” Include in Grade Center



Assignments

Provide instant feedback 
to the students so they can 

determine where they 
went wrong before taking 

the next attempt



Assignments

I choose to show questions “All at once” so 
students can print and return later with answers.

I do not choose to randomize the questions on 
the assignment so I can have a progression.

Submit



Assignments

The “Assignment” has been deployed and will be 
released on the chosen date.

Now, access the “Grade Center” to complete the 
set-up.
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Grade Center

Edit the column information in the Grade Center



Add a column name if 
desired

Add a description if 
desired

Choose what to show. I 
usually choose “Score” with 
“Percent” as secondary

Score using “Highest Grade” 
to encourage multiple tries

Set category as “Assignment” 
so term % can be weighted

Imported from the test



Date imported from 
Assignment

Include the score in the Grade 
Center calculation and show 
to students

Submit



But how do I do 
give students 

access?

OK they did the 
assignment but what 

about when they want to 
practice for the exam

Wait a minute. I’ve already 
got questions in my pool

I could give them some 
questions on paper or 

something

I can’t give them another 
assignment, but maybe I 

could do an on-line exercise



Deploying Exercises

At this point I return to the “Tests” link and copy the 
“Assignment” renaming the copy as an “Exercise”



On-line Exercises

I set up an “Exercises” tab 
and put all the exercises in 
one place

Of course you can deploy an 
exercise in any folder that 
suits your preferred layout.



Deploying Exercises

“Assessments”
“Test”



Deploying Exercises

In the dialogue box, select the 
“Exercise” to be deployed and 
“submit”

The “Test Options” dialogue 
box will open



For an Exercise I give “Unlimited Attempts”

Display the “Exercise”  After the “Assignment” has closed.
“Display Until” the final exam date

Make sure to “Make Available” or students will not be able 
to access regardless of any other settings



Leave “Due Date” blank

For an “Exercise” uncheck this box so you 
DO NOT include in Grade Center

Provide instant feedback to the students so they can 
determine where they went wrong as they work the 

exercise questions



Choose “All at Once” So students can print a copy of the 
exercise and work off-line if desired

Select “Randomize Questions” for true randomization. 
Do not select if question progression is desired

Submit



When the assignment 
closes the exercise 

opens  for review or 
additional practice

Students receive grades 
to reward them for 

completing the 
assignment

Three attempts makes the 
assignment as much about 

the learning as the 
assessment

Feedback is 
instantaneous and no 

manual grading is 
required

Student feedback has been 
positive, particularly from 

mature students who 
appreciate the opportunity 

to maximize grades 



Discussion


